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Thomaston Route 1 Reconstruction Project
Public Advisory Committee Meeting
May 18, 2011, 6-8 pm
Watts Hall, Thomaston
PAC Members in Attendance: Bob Snow; Peggy McCrea; Valerie Allis; James Connon;
John Fancy; Peter Surek; Joanne Richards; Jon Eaton; Robert Nedderman; Ellen Dyer;
Olaf Anderson; Eve Anderson; Prudy Netzorg; Phil Netzorg.
Public in Attendance: Anne Perkins, Thomaston; Kevin Haj, Thomaston Police
Department; Noah Nedderman, Thomaston; Peter Lammert, Thomaston Town Arborist.
MaineDOT Representatives and Staff: Ernie Martin, MaineDOT; David Gardner,
MaineDOT; Kent Cooper, MaineDOT; David Allen, MaineDOT; Jamie Andrews,
MaineDOT; Stephanie Clark, MaineDOT; Carol Morris, Morris Communications; Ben
Ettelman, Morris Communications.
Meeting began at 6:02 pm.
Stephanie Clark: Thank you all for coming to our third Public Advisory Committee (PAC)
Meeting this evening. In order to answer some of the questions that folks have had so
far we have brought in four experts from MaineDOT. We have Ernie Martin from Project
Development; David Gardner from Historical and Environmental; Kent Cooper who is a
landscape architect with MaineDOT; David Allen the regional traffic engineer and Jamie
Andrews the regional engineer.
To start, I would like to go around the room and have everyone introduce themselves.
The members of the PAC introduce themselves
Thank you, now I am going to have Carol Morris share the agenda for the evening.
Carol Morris: As Stephanie mentioned tonight, we have some experts from MaineDOT
who will answer many of the questions that you have had in previous meetings such as
cost, traffic calming, balancing options, etc. Each of the four experts will tell you what
they do and then we will have a question and answer session for each individual.
Once we have finished up with that portion of the meeting we will go over the revisions
that we made in the problem and vision statement after your input in our last meeting.
Now I will turn the floor over to David Gardner who will talk about historic and cultural
resource preservation.
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David Gardner: Thanks Carol, my name is David Gardner and I work in the historic and
environmental resources department at MaineDOT. In this project historic resources are
going to play a big part in what the final design is as the entire downtown district here in
Thomaston is a historically protected area. Our department ensures that our projects
comply with the federally mandated regulations that are in place to protect these
resources.
The following are some of the major regulations that MaineDOT has to abide by in any
road project, including the project that we will be doing along Route 1 here in
Thomaston:
• National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) - applicable regulation 23 CFR 771 - All
environmental investigations, reviews, and consultations are coordinated as a
single process, and compliance with all applicable environmental requirements
must be reflected in the environmental document required by this regulation.
NEPA is required on all projects with a federal action (funding/permits).
MaineDOT is responsible for completing the NEPA documentation and process
for lead federal agency approval. Section 106, Section 4(f), right of way, public
meeting, hazardous material review, Section 7, and federal permitting level must
be completed before completing NEPA.
• Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act (36 CFR 800) – Protection of
historic properties. Section 106 is required on all projects with a federal action
(funding/permits). MaineDOT is responsible for completing the Section 106
documentation and process in accordance with the Maine Section 106
Programmatic Agreement.
• Section 4(f) of the Department of Transportation Act (23 CFR 774) – protection of
public parks, recreational areas, wildlife refuges and historic properties. Section
4(f) is required on all projects with U.S. DOT funding. MaineDOT is responsible
for completing the Section 4(f) documentation and process for Federal Highway
Administration approval.
• Endangered Species Act (Section 7) - (50 CFR 402) - Protection of endangered
species. Section 7 consultation is required on all projects with a federal action
(funding/permits). Maine DOT is responsible for completing the Section 7
documentation and process for federal agency approval.
• Environmental Permits. This includes the Maine Natural Resource Protection Act
permit (DEP) and the Army Corps of Engineers General Permit (ACOE) for
impacts to natural resources (wetlands, water bodies). MaineDOT is responsible
for completing permit applications for state and federal agency approval.
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• Stormwater Permits. This includes Erosion and Sedimentation Control
requirements and Maine DEP Chapter 500 Storm water Management Rules. This
is done in accordance with an MOA with Maine DEP for storm water
management.
• Hazardous Materials. MaineDOT is responsible for conducting hazardous
material reviews for all projects.
Peter Lammert: Will there be a federal watchdog to oversee the process?
Dave Gardner: The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) oversees any project where
state transportation agencies receive federal money, which includes this project.
MaineDOT processes all of the data and then we provide them with everything that we
have done and they have to approve that everything is in compliance with federal
standards before we can move forward.
Peter Lammert: Will they be on site?
Dave: No MaineDOT will be on site, but FHWA will have all the information they need to
oversee the process effectively.
Carol Morris: There are a series of old hitching posts along this section of Route 1, are
they protected?
Dave Gardner: I’m not sure; we will look closely at what is protected along the corridor.
Anne Perkins: Who makes the determination as to what is protected, some of the
houses are listed on the historic register but we don’t have a protected district.
Dave Gardner: Our in house historical planner will make those distinctions. A lot of that
information has been collected by the Maine Historic Preservation Commission. The
historical planner, whose name is Meghan Hopkin, will come out and look at what has
not been collected.
Anne Perkins: I just want to make sure that you have the up-to-date information. I want
to make sure that our resources are protected.
Carol Morris: A structure doesn’t have to be registered in the National Historic Registry
to be protected. If it is eligible for the Register, it is federally protected.
Dave Gardner: The entire in-town district is protected under Section 106.
Bob Snow: Do you consider the reduced setback of houses in the event of a wider road
to be an impact on historic structures?
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Dave Gardner: Yes, impacts are considered as direct and indirect, so visual impacts will
be evaluated as well. If paving a gravel shoulder could have a visual impact on the
integrity of a historic property, we will assess that. Through that process we look to
avoid, minimize or mitigate adverse effects.
Eve Anderson: Is that mitigation done with the property owner?
Dave Gardner: It can be. A lot of those decisions occur with the Maine Historical
Preservation Commission, they have to concur on the determination of eligibility and
effect. They will see the design and make a decision as to what the effects would be.
Bob Snow: Do the impacts to trees count as historical impacts as well?
Dave Gardner: Yes.
Carol Morris: Now Ernie Martin from project development will tell you a little bit about
the process that will take place after the PAC makes design recommendations.
Ernie Martin: I am part of project development and I take the design recommendations
that you make and put the actual design in place. Once you have come up with the
design recommendations that you are happy with, I take that and design with continued
interaction with the PAC and the public. I recently did a project in Windham on the River
Road, and that was a project in which we worked closely with the PAC.
Based on the historic resources in this town, there will be a limit to what we can do with
our design. One of the issues is drainage; we will look to get the water away from the
roadway and out of the gravel so the road will hold up in the future. We will look into
design exceptions as well in order to make sure that the design we come up with fits this
area. This corridor is a rural arterial outside of town and an urban arterial in town. The
federal standards for an urban arterial are a 12’ travel surface and 8’ paved shoulders.
Jon Eaton: We would like to see narrower than that.
Ernie Martin: Yes exactly, we would as well, that is where design exceptions will play a
role in this process.
From a preliminary review, we know that the right of way (ROW) along this corridor
varies. In some sections it is 66 feet, in others it is less. Typically what that means is that
in the 66 foot ROW our ownership is 33 feet from the centerline, sometime it varies side
to side. I do not see a lot of right of way impacts, as this project is going to be under the
close scrutiny of minimizing impacts to historic resources. As we discuss as a group we
need to make some decisions regarding the width of the roadway. For instance a 5-foot
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width is the minimum for adequate bicycle facilities, anything less would not meet
FHWA guidelines.
Jon Eaton: When will we get to see some visuals with traffic calming measures, covering
the ditches and extending sidewalks?
Ernie Martin: We can pull some visuals from other similar projects. We can do that later
on in the process.
Anne Perkins: 11 and 5 is close to what it is now. My concern is that we have utility
poles that are close to this and that will relocate poles closer to the homes, which would
have negative impacts. There are also some trees that I would like to save.
Ernie Martin: I am aware of those concerns, this process is about making sure we take
the time to establish what the community’s concerns and priorities are.
Bob Snow: What were the deliverables from the Windham PAC for the River Road
project?
Ernie Martin: We took into account historic properties, bike-ped considerations,
horizontal vertical deficiencies as well as cemeteries. The PAC provided us with a lot of
vital information that was considered during the final design.
Carol Morris: We also will ask you folks to think about prioritizing your needs, as there
are areas within this corridor that will not be able to accommodate all of the things that
we have been talking about.
Ernie Martin: There are a lot of opportunities to be creative on this stretch of Route 1.
The speed limit is 35 mph and that gives us a lot of options for placement of utilities and
bike-pedestrian facilities.
Anne Perkins: I am concerned with the ditches, some are covered and some are not, and
that is on my property. A decision about the ditches and the trees will have to be made.
Ernie Martin: I want to clarify how the right of way works. If there is a tree that is
between the existing road and the state right of way line, that tree is the property of the
state and can be cut down, without having to compensate the person whose house that
it is in front of. You have the right to move them before hand, but if the decision is made
that the right of way will be utilized, that tree will be removed when the construction
crew gets started.
Bob Snow: Who owns the 66 feet?
Ernie Martin: The State of Maine.
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Carol Morris: People are not always aware as to where the right of way is located. There
are many locations where people are using DOT rights of way for their own uses, such as
parking. This is fine unless the state needs the land for a transportation need.
Jon Eaton: I would think this wouldn’t be a problem because I am hoping the road will
be no wider than it is right now. And I would also think that if we cover the existing
ditches, we would have more room to work with and avoid those concerns.
Bob Snow: Yes, but as we ask for more facilities, they have to go somewhere, so this will
be a balancing act.
Anne Perkins: As long as things are done sensibly, I don’t think the town will have many
problems with this process.
Robert Nedderman: Might some of the power lines go underground?
Ernie Martin: In most cases the town needs to pay for that and it can be costly. There
are options, but it comes down to funding availability and cost effectiveness. The more
we do outside the roadway, the more of an onus on the town to pay for those extras.
Prudy Netzorg: When did the 66-foot right of way go into effect?
Ernie Martin: I don’t know exactly but soon after the roads were constructed. I would
say during the 1920s. If we have to utilize right of way, we compensate the landowner
for the square footage from the centerline to the right of way line for the length of the
right of way that is utilized.
Peter Lammert: Why do you pay for something that you own?
Ernie Martin: We have never taken a prescriptive right to own it; it is currently an
easement.
Prudy Netzorg: The reason I’m asking is that we would lose half of our front yard if you
take the entire right of way.
Ernie Martin: There will be some conflict, but on the outskirts of town we are going to
be looking at minimizing those impacts.
Anne Perkins: What is the negotiation process between the specific design and the
historical concerns?
Dave Gardner: The environmental and historical group works closely with project
design, we will identify the historic resources and when the design comes out of this
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committee, Ernie will be aware of the resources and will work hard to avoid them. He
can make design exceptions in order to minimize the impacts. We will meet with you
folks during that process as well and go through each property to identify the potential
impacts.
Ernie Martin: Once MaineDOT starts surveying the existing conditions, I will have what I
need to start putting some designs on paper for you to see. At that point we will be able
to look at some of the specific options.
Valerie Allis: Will you use our vision statement?
Stephanie Clark: Yes, he will develop a design based on our specific recommendations.
That is further down the road.
Ernie Martin: There will be communication with you folks and the public after you hand
off those recommendations as well.
Eve Anderson: When you come up with a plan, can you show us where the lines will be
in photographs so we can see specifically how our properties are impacted?
Ernie Martin: Yes, for the Windham project I actually walked the road and showed the
PAC on the street where the new line was and where all of the new facilities were.
Eve Anderson: We would like that.
Carol Morris: Great, thanks Ernie, now we will have David Allen come up and talk with
us about the engineering piece.
David Allen: Hello, I’m David Allen and I am the regional traffic engineer. I am
responsible for the safety and efficiency of the transportation system. I am going to look
at things like crosswalks, parking and how we are meshing pedestrian, bikes and
vehicles.
I will say that I see a problem with widening the stretch of the downtown to 12’ and 8’
as that will increase speed and right now I do not see speed as an issue in town.
Jon Eaton: There is speeding and it is hard to get drivers to stop at crosswalks, we could
use some traffic calming. Additionally, I would like to add that I hope you do something
about the Knox Street, Beach Street, Main Street intersection.
Bob Snow: Is there a way to collect data over a period of time in order to determine the
actual speed of drivers?
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David Allen: We use radar detectors, and it is very difficult to get free flowing speed
using those as we only get the lead vehicle in many cases.
Bob Snow: The reason I bring it up is that your perspective conflicts with our perspective
regarding speed issues.
David Allen: We did data collection in downtown here with the Gateway 1 study. We
will want the police department to provide us with input regarding speed issues.
Kevin Haj: This is one of the things that we brought up in the first public meeting. When
you get up in the area by the old barracks and downtown, we can’t pull people over
because they will end up in a ditch.
Peggy McCrea: I have seen crosswalks that have lights that go across the road. Is that a
possibility?
David Allen: We could look into those; they are very high maintenance. I brought them
in when we were doing a double turn lane in Augusta and they are very high
maintenance. There is a new product that is a raised pavement marker. They are
durable and reasonably priced. They would go down in spring and be taken up in fall so
they won’t cause issues with plowing. We will be looking into those. They would be part
of the pavement, but they are removable.
Peggy McCrea: Who is responsible for painting the crosswalks?
David Allen: The town, and it is getting more and more expensive. We will be looking at
bump outs as well. Bump outs are an extension of the sidewalk where crosswalks are
located in order to make the pedestrian more visible to motorists and visa versa.
Carol Morris: Those are also effective at traffic calming.
Kevin Haj: The visibility of the crosswalks right now is very poor, the parked cars block
the views of people waiting, bump outs will help with that and reduce injury with that.
The crosswalk system in the downtown area can be confusing as there are two buttons
for two separate sidewalks and people often hit the wrong button without realizing it.
Anne Perkins: In my opinion we would not have these issues if people followed the rules
and stopped at crosswalks. It is possible to enforce the 25 mph speed limits if people get
tickets if they speed.
David Allen: Pulling people over will be difficult if we narrow the road in the downtown
area, those are good points though. I have heard that traffic calming has come up and
bump outs would be a good way to approach both traffic calming and increased safety
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in the downtown area. One thing that is often brought up is a speed table, but they can
be disruptive to people, especially at night.
Carol Morris: As we begin segmenting off in separate maps, can we get pictures of
different traffic calming options? They do not need to be customized to this part of
Route 1, but some visuals to give us ideas would be very helpful.
Stephanie Clark: I can find pictures of bump outs and plastic crosswalks. I want to share
some data that was collected in this area from the Gateway 1 Study. I found the spot
speed study that was done for at the intersection of School and Main Street, which is a
30 mph zone. The count showed that the 50th percentile was 32 mph and the 85th
percentile was 35 mph. So 85% of all vehicles were traveling 35 mph or below and only
15% were traveling at speeds above 35 mph.
David Allen: From MaineDOT’s perspective that is pretty reasonable compliance with
the speed limit.
Carol Morris: I worked on the Gateway 1 project and we did these studies for 110 miles
of Route 1, and in most places we found that the perception by residents of the speed
was higher than what we actually found. That means that even though people are
traveling at or close to the speed limit, it feels too fast to pedestrians and local
residents.
David Allen: Larger vehicles can have that effect.
Eve Anderson: Has there been any consideration about extending 25 mph speed limit to
the prison store? Currently it rises up to 30 mph before that and there is fairly dense
housing in that area.
David Allen: As of right now there has not, it could be considered and it will depend on
the final design of the new road. Speed is determined not only by the limit, but by how
the road feels to the users, we want to design a road that feels like it should be traveled
at the right speed. Just changing the speed limit won’t do that.
Robert Nedderman: Would it be up to the PAC as to what the speed of the road would
be?
David Allen: You can make that recommendation, ultimately that is a design and
engineering decision. We will design a road that is based on safety and slower is not
always safer.
Robert Nedderman: So we have to work hand in hand if there is a desire to lower the
speed limit.
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Kevin Haj: We have to remember that efficiency is a purpose of these roads.
David Allen: Yes, that is part of it but my job is also safety, as well as efficiency. In my
experience, safety will always overrule efficiency when necessary.
Peter Lammert: On the eastern end of this project, especially when the trees are full of
leaves, you have a problem seeing the upcoming stoplight and intersection due to the
low visibility and curve in the road. Would a flashing light, or signal light ahead of the
intersection help alert travelers of the upcoming intersection?
David Allen: We can certainly look into that. That takes very careful engineering, and
hasn’t been very effective in some of the other places that we have used them. We will
look into that possibility and consider.
Carol Morris: Now Jamie from maintenance will briefly tell you what he does and you
folks can ask him some questions.
Jamie Andrews: I’m Jamie Andrews from maintenance operations. Our role is to get any
information regarding current maintenance issues along this corridor, we then analyze
the design for any maintenance issues, and finally once the project is built, we go
through to make sure there are no new maintenance issues. Seeing as drainage is a
large issue along this corridor, I will say that I am a proponent of a closed drainage
system as open ditches are more expensive to maintain, so we will look closely at that as
part of this project.
Anne Perkins: Who is responsible for maintaining the ditches?
Jamie Andrews: The state is responsible for maintaining the ditches. Unfortunately
based on the hundreds of miles of roads within the state, the amount of required
maintenance and the limited resources that MaineDOT has at our disposal, not all
ditches are kept up with.
Carol Morris: Now Kent Cooper will talk about what he does for MaineDOT’s landscape
architecture department.
Kent Cooper: I am Kent Cooper, I am a landscape architect for project development. I
work on road, highway, bridge and multimodal projects. I worked on Route 1 in
Camden, which was similar. I worked on the Penobscot Narrows Bridge, a project in
Freeport, the Veterans Bridge in Portland as well as the Causeway in Naples. I also did a
little planting in Thomaston last year as part of a railroad project. The MaineDOT
landscape architects work mostly on trees, shrubs and vegetation issues but we also get
involved with fences and crosswalks and other aspects of the visual landscape of project
development. The MaineDOT landscape architects are charged by legislation that was
passed in 1991 to work closely with local tree wardens, municipal boards or
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conservation commissions in order to understand how to preserve and enhance the
visual character of the projects that we build.
Jon Eaton: In Lincolnville, there was some give and take with the width and right of way
of Route 1 when that road was reconstructed.
Kent Cooper: Correct, the sidewalks were paved at the town’s expense; there was also
some light fixtures that the town paid for as well.
Jon Eaton: They wanted a narrower width than MaineDOT required. What width did you
want?
Ernie Martin: The stretch of that corridor had to be twelve feet wide for tractor-trailer
trucks, which was a safety issue. So we had to have 12-foot lanes with a variation on the
shoulder widths in order to alleviate some of the concerns that residents had.
Robert Nedderman: Are you the final arbiter of the decision of what the road will look
like?
Ernie Martin: I am the project manager, but I do not make the decision alone. I have a
cast of people who will review the design that we develop. We have a gamut of people
who will look at the design and analyze it. I am the orchestra leader. Once we start
designing and we have a preliminary design, we will bring it here for a public meeting
and receive comments. At that point we will get a final design based on engineering
standards and we will come back here to have another public meeting and comment
period and we will take that feedback and based on input make the last changes and
hopefully have a design that everyone is reasonably pleased with at that point.
Valerie Allis: Will lowering the road help with the drainage?
Ernie Martin: I don’t think the profile of the road is too bad in the downtown. We are
going to design it with a 2% grade so the water will flow to the gutter line.
Anne Perkins: We already have sidewalks on Main Street, if you guys rip them up are
you going to replace them?
Ernie Martin: My job is to build a highway that is safe and meets standards. The biggest
thing regarding the sidewalks outside the downtown area is that they are not ADA
compliant. We have to follow ADA compliance when using federal dollars, as soon as we
rip the road up and touch the curb; we are going to fix it. In terms of the pedestrian
considerations, the PAC needs to think outside of the box in order to decide what
impacts to resources would be considered acceptable. I see some leeway, once we get
the specific existing conditions surveys mapped, I will have a better understanding of
what we might be able to do to.
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Eve Anderson: You mentioned that you weren’t concerned with the road height, but the
road height is a problem because it causes the water to drain into people driveways.
Ernie Martin: We will look closely at the drainage patterns. We will analyze each
driveway and make sure that the water drains safely.
Bob Snow: Does the maintenance of sidewalks fall within the responsibility of the state?
Jamie Andrews: Maintenance of the sidewalks is the municipality’s responsibility.
Anne Perkins: How do you take into account the infestation of the business signs with
distance markers?
David Allen: If the town doesn’t want those, they can control where they go or have
them removed.
Anne Perkins: If they were thoughtfully placed they would be more effective.
Prudy Netzorg: How are signs such as the museum and street signs going to be replaced
if the road is widened?
Ernie Martin: They will be respected and replaced appropriately if necessary.
Eve Anderson: These are signs that are part of a walking tour and are part of the
museum and those need to be respected.
Ernie Martin: Ok, that is good information; we will make sure to take that into
consideration.
Jon Eaton: You must have a portfolio of solutions and designs that have worked in other
communities and the sooner we can see those the better idea we will have about how
to recommend design parameters.
Ernie Martin: Once we have the surveying done we will be able to get some much more
specific information and examples and concepts for you to consider.
Stephanie Clark: We will also look for examples from other areas and will put those
together in a slideshow to give the group ideas to base their recommendations on. That
will occur at the next meeting in June.
Carol Morris: Does anyone have any other questions of these folks? If not, I want to
allow anyone a chance to make any final comments on the revisions we made on the
vision and problem statement. I sent that out to you and no one had additional
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comments, but I wanted to take this chance to make absolutely sure no one has
anything they want to revise.
The PAC had no additional comments for the Vision and Problem Statement
Stephanie Clark: Great, thank you for your time this evening. The next meeting will be
June 8th; we look forward to seeing you all then.
Meeting adjourned at 7:57 pm.
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